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Programming Windows Presentation FoundationO'Reilly, 2005
Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF) (formerly known by its code name "Avalon") is a brand-new presentation framework for Windows XP and Windows Vista, the next version of the Windows client operating system. For developers, WPF is a cornucopia of new technologies, including a new graphics engine that supports 3-D...
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Professional SQL Server 2000 Database DesignWrox Press, 2001
SQL Server 2000 is the latest and most powerful version of Microsoft's data warehousing and relational database management system.
 Professional SQL Server 2000 Database Design provides an outline of the techniques that the designer can employ to make effective use of the full range of facilities that SQL Server 2000 offers. It attempts to move...
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Firefox and Thunderbird: Beyond Browsing and EmailQue, 2005
There's a new browser in town: Firefox is quickly becoming a  leading alternative to Microsoft Internet Explorer. If you are new  to Firefox and want to see what all the buzz is about, Firefox  and Thunderbird: Beyond Browsing and Email is the guide that  you need. By focusing on how to configure...
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3ds Max 8 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
If 3ds Max 8 can do it, you can do it too ... 
Spark your creativity with the world's most popular animation software and the detailed instruction in this power-packed book from an industry expert. If you're new to 3ds Max, jump right in with a Quick Start program that will have you modeling and rendering a complete image your first day....
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Actionable Web Analytics: Using Data to Make Smart Business DecisionsSybex, 2007
Getting ROI from the Web Is Everyone's Job   

   Right now someone is clicking on your website, and knowing everything you can about those clicks and the people that make them is a business imperative. That's the first of a set of compelling business lessons distilled from the authors' decade of experience with the...
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MCTS Windows Vista Client Configuration Study Guide (Exam 70-620) (Study Guide & CD)McGraw-Hill, 2007
Windows Vista is the latest iteration of the Windows product, bringing a number of new features to the Windows operating system and to the Windows networking. This book is designed to help you learn all about Windows Vista in preparation for Exam 70-620, Configuring Microsoft Windows Vista Client. The Windows Vista MCTS exam tests your ability to...
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Management, Control, and Evolution of IP NetworksISTE Publishing Company, 2007
Starting with various aspects of quality of service and the evolution of IP networks, this book covers the improvement of addressing in IP version 6, enhanced security, and the adaptation of video for the Internet and voice over IP. New generations of IP networks are discussed including the future of pervasive networks, wi-fi, the control of...
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Operating Systems: Internals and Design Principles (5th Edition) (GOAL Series)Prentice Hall, 2004
This book covers concepts, structure, and mechanisms of operating systems.  Stallings presents the nature and characteristics of modern-day operating systems clearly and completely.  Includes major programming projects. Offers step-by-step web support with CD/Rom Resources.     A basic reference for those interested in learning...
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TCP/IP Sockets in C, Second Edition: Practical Guide for Programmers (The Morgan Kaufmann Practical Guides Series)Morgan Kaufmann, 2009
This succinct new edition of our best-selling title presents everything you need know to get up and running with C sockets programming in one affordable volume!    

       The Internet allows computers thousands of miles apart to exchange information through programs such as Web browsers, and nearly all of these programs gain access to...
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Lift Application Development CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Over 50 practical recipes to build web applications using Lift, the most secure web framework available


	Overview

	
		Lift made easy with step-by-steps recipes written by a developer for developers
	
		Practical examples covering topics from basic to advanced levels
	
		Learn to use...
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Sage Timeslips For DummiesFor Dummies, 2014

	Let Sage Timeslips For Dummies show you how to turn your time into money


	If you run a business that bills for its time, it’s time you looked into Sage Timeslips and all it can do for you. This practical and friendly guide will help you get to know the Timeslips interface, set up templates for your business,...
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Foundation Flash MX ApplicationsApress, 2003

	This book provides the richest and most solid introduction to the exciting world of Flash applications, which are becoming increasingly popular as ways of presenting visually rich interfaces to useful data and services. Foundation Flash MX Applications supplies you with the knowledge, techniques, and skills that you need to help you...
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